During transition crossing in the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), chromaticities have to change sign. This sign change is panially accomplished by the ~t quadrupole jump; however, the 'resulting chromaticity jump is only A& = 2.1 in the horizontal and Aty = 2.4 in the vertical plane. To increase the jump height. a dedicated chromaticity jump scheme has been designed, consisting of fast power supplies connected to six sextupoles per ring, whtch is capable of providing a chromaticity jump of AC = 6.
INTRODUCTION
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) consists of two superconducting storage rings installed side-by-side, which intersect at six interaction points. Therefore, each ring consists of three inner and three outer arcs. Ions other than protons are injected into RHIC from the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) below transition energy, at y in the range of 10 to 15. When accelerated to storage energies of 100 GeV/nucleon, which corresponds to y = 107 for fully stripped gold ions, for example, the transition energy has to be crossed at ?$ = 23.2. This is accomplished by a dedicated set of ?,-quadrupoles which are equipped with special power supplies capable of switching the sign of the magnetic field within some 30 msec.
This sign flip modifies the horizontal dispersion D , , leading to a change in the transition energy as where C is the circumference of the ring, and p(s) designates the local bending radius. Figure 1 shows the resulting horizontal dispersion function D, before and after the transition jump. Since the arcs are equipped with regular sextuples to control the chromaticities of the machine, the modified dispersion function within these sextupoles slightly changes the chromaticities. In the case of RHIC, the associated chromaticity change due to the yt-quadrupole sign change is Atz = 2.1 horizontally and A& = 2.4 vertically for a yt jump height of Ay1 = 1.0. The positive sign of this chromaticity change provides the necessary sign flip when crossing transiton. However, operational experience shows thas the magnitude of this chromaticity jump may not be sufficient, because chromaticites have to be kept around E.,y = -1 before transition to en- chromaticites that close to zero can lead to transvem instabilites around transition, as it was observed during RHIC operations. To improve this situation, a dedicated chromaticity jump scheme was developed [I]. This scheme consists of two sextuples at one end of each outer RHIC arc, which are jumped from zero to their final strength within 30 msec at transition. Since this leads to an uneven sextupole distribution amund the ring, we performed extensive dynamic aperture studies to ensure the feasibility of this scheme. This paper presents the results of these studies. still off, and the remaining regular arc sextuples provide chromaticities of = -2 in both planes. Additionally. the y,-quadrupoles are on and provide an increased gammat value, with A y t = 0.5. The resulting dynamic aperture is significantly smaller than forthe regular scheme (see Figure 3) , but since it is still at least 120x,u it is con. This results in a dynamic aperture that is practically the same as for the regular sextupole scheme, Figure 4 .
At store the yf quadmples are off again, while the jump sextuples are set to the maximum strength the fast power supplies are capable of providing, which comesponds to roughly the same strength as the remaining sextupoles in the horizontal plane and about half of the regular sextupole strength vertically. The resulting dynamic aperture for a pfunction of = 2 m a t all IPS is shown in Figure 5 . As a comparison with the existing regular sextupole scheme shows, the dynamic aperture is practically the same for both configurations. 
